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Abstract. This research paper presents results of the analysis how the Virtual 
Organisation (VO) concept can be used for managing dynamic security 
associations in collaborative applications and for complex resource 
provisioning. The paper provides an overview of the current practice in VO 
management at the organisational level and its support at the security 
middleware level in Grid based applications. The paper identifies open issues 
and basic requirements to the VO security functionality and services and 
suggests possible directions of further research and development, in particular, 
VO management concept, dynamic interdomain trust management for user- 
controlled applications, multi-domain policy decision and security context 
management. Proposed conceptual VO model addresses VO management 
issues and VO security services operation. The paper is based on experiences 
gained from the major Grid based and Grid oriented projects in collaborative 
applications and complex resource provisioning. 

1 Introduction 

Virtual Organisation (VO) and resource virtualisation are among the key concepts 
proposed in the Grid. According to the initial definition in one of the Grid 
foundational papers the "Anatomy of the Grid" [I], "Grid systems and applications 
aim to integrate, virtualise, and manage resources and services within distributed, 
heterogeneous, dynamic "virtual organizations". 

The more detailed Grid definition includes such main components as distributed 
infrastructure, dynamics, virtualisation, and user-defined security - the components 
that provide a framework for coordinated collaborative resource sharing in dynamic, 
multi-institutional virtual organizations [ l ,  21. 

Resources and services virtualisation together with provisioning are two major 
concepts in the Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) [3]. OGSA Security is built 
around VO concept and targeted for the security policies enforcement within a VO as 
an association of users and resources. VO provides a framework for inter- 
organisational and inter-domain trust managements. VO allows overcoming the 
problem of accessing by external users the enterprise internal network without 
affecting integrity of the enterprise security perimeter protected by the firewall. VO 
may run own security services, e.g. credential validation service, trust service, 
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authorisation service, and attributes service but still many other services will remain 
in member domains and their authority needs to be translated into VO domain 
through established trust relations and shared semantics. 

Although presenting a basic approach to understanding security services 
interaction in virtualised Grid environment, the VO definition in OGSA needs to be 
extended with more conceptual model and basic operational models required to 
support such typical use cases like project based collaboration, members' resource 
sharing or dynamic provisioning of complex multidomain distributed resources in 
general. 

Current VO concept and existing practice lack a common theoretical foundation 
and as a result cause different understanding of the VO concept and functionality by 
different groups of potential adopters and users. 

This is the goal of this work to contribute to further development of the VO 
conceptual model and its application to typical collaborative applications and 
complex resource provisioning in open service oriented environment. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents typical use cases for 
collaborative resource sharing and complex resources provisioning and defines 
required basic VO functionality to provide dynamic security associations for secure 
resource access and sharing. Section 3 provides an overview and critical analysis of 
current VO usage practice in major Grid related projects. Section 4 attempts to 
approach the VO definition and use for managing dynamic security association in 
collaborative applications and dynamic resource provisioning from the conceptual 
point of view. It defines basic dynamic security associations of which the VO is 
currently used for the project oriented resource sharing and collaboration. Different 
VO operational models are suggested to reflect the specifics of typical use cases. 

Section 5 attempts to formalise the conceptual VO model and define basic VO 
security services. Suggestions are given how the conceptual VO model maps to the 
related security services in current Grid middleware implementations. This section is 
actually based on the initial research about the VO functionality and identity 
management in [4] and intends to contribute to further VO concept development 
based on the OGSA VO definition [3]. 

The proposed approach and solutions are being developed to respond to both 
common and specific requirements in the Collaboratory.nl (CNL)' and GigaPort 
Research on Network (GigaPort- RON)^ projects and are based on current experience 
in the EGEE3 and LCG24 projects. The analysis and proposed conceptual model can 
also be used for other use cases that require creation of dynamic security association 
or inter-organisational trust management and may also provide a basis for further 
development of the VO management services and tools. Implementation suggestions 
are provided for the Optical Light Path Provisioning (OLPP) [5] and Open 
Collaborative Environment (OCE) [6] and intended integration with the AAA 
Authorisation Framework [7, 81. 
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2 Collaboration and complex resource provisioning and required 
VO functionality 

Basic VO security services and functionality discussed in this section are defined 
based on two major use cases that benefit from using core Grid middleware services 
and infrastructure: to access complex experimental equipment in OCE and network 
facilities in OLPP. 

Effective use of advanced and unique experimental equipment for research and for 
production work requires complex infrastructure and the collaboration of many 
specialists that may be distributed and span multiple organisations. Computer Grids 
and Web Services technologies provide a relevant platform for building a virtual 
collaborative environment. 

Typical OCE use cases require that the collaborative environment: 
- is dynamic since the environment can potentially change from one experiment to 

another, 
- may span multiple trust domains, 
- can handle different user identities and attributeslprivileges that must comply with 

different policies (both experiment and task specific). 
Security services are an important component of Grid based collaborative 

infrastructure to provide a reliable and secure operational environment that is capable 
of managing customers' and providers' resources. Collaborative applications require a 
sophisticated, multi-dimensional security infrastructure that manages secure operation 
o f  user applications between multiple administrative and trust domains associated 
with the particular experiment. 

Proposed in [6] the Job-centric security model uses the Job description as a 
semantic document, created on the basis of a signed order (or business agreement). 
The document contains all the information required to run the analysis, including 
allocated resources, assigned users and roles, and a trust/security anchor(s) in the 
form of the resource and additionally the customer's digital signature. In general, such 
approach allows binding security services and policies to a particular job andlor 
resource and provides customer-controlled security environment with the job security 
context defined by a userlsubject (i.e., their identity or secure credentials). 

Job-centric security model is logically integrated with other stages and components 
of the collaborative (virtual) organisation managing the experiment stages. These 
stages include the initial stage of order creation and the main experimental stage that 
requires secure access to the instrument or resource. 

OLPP is another important component of the distributed collaborative environment 
when dedicated high-speed communication channels are required for the experiment 
that may last from few hours to few months. OLPP provides an effective business 
model with current widely deployed optical network and dark optical cables. Further 
in the paper the OLPP use case will be also referred to as a complex resource 
provisioning as a more general definition. 

OLPP and complex resource provisioning in general require creation of dynamic 
user-controlled resource allocation that may span multiple administrative and security 
domains. In comparison to the Job-centric security model where trust relations and 
consequently security associations are defined by an Agreement shared by all 
cooperating members, in OLPP user/customer may have agreement and consequently 
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trust relations with only one, usually home, network provider. However, the 
provisional model must ensure that fmally provisioned lightpath is securely associated 
with the user credentials or identity. 

Typically provisioning process comprises of 4 steps: resource lookup, complex 
resource composition (including options), reservation of individual resources and 
their association with the reservation IDIticket, and finally provisioning or delivery. 
Reservation IDIticket created at the reservation stage actually defines a security 
association between userIcustomer and service provider(s) that will exist for all period 
when the complex resource is used. It is logically to suggest that the (dynamic) VO 
model can be used here for creating and managing dynamic security association. 

In both cases, the VO model and framework are suggested as a relevant approach 
to provide the following security functionality for the dynamic collaboration and 
service provisioning: 
1. Dynamic trust management - VO as a security association created dynamically at 

the reservationlnegotiation stage will provide a security context for other security 
operations such as Authentication (AuthN) and Authorisation (AuthZ) and also for 
general session management. 

2. Attributes and metadata resolution and mapping - correct policy evaluation and 
combination in multidomain scenario requires either use of common attributes and 
metadata format and namespace or mapping between used formats. Actual attribute 
and metadata mapping can be provided by authoritativeltrusted Identity Providers 
(IdP) andior Attribute services belonging to the VO or VO trust domain. 

3. Policy combination and aggregation - VO can provide a framework for the 
multiple policies combination that may be defined and managed by the VO 
common or federatediassociated policy. This may be especially important when 
individual policies may have potential conflicts at different levels and in different 
domains; in this case the VO association policy should defined how these conflicts 
can be resolved. 

3 Virtual Organisations in Grid Applications 

3.1 VO Management Practice in EGEE and LCG projects 

In Grid applications and projects, VO is used as a framework for establishing project 
related resource sharing. The Grid Resource Centers (GRC) contribute some of their 
resources to the VO. Access to these shared distributed resources is provided based on 
the VO membership and other VO-related attributes like groups and roles. 

Current VO management practice in LCG and EGEE projects provides a good 
example of the instant implementation of the VO concept. They have well-defined 
VO registration procedure, basic Security Policy, and simple Acceptable Use Policy 
(that relies on more detailed local VO member policies). Major VO membership 
management tool is the VO Membership Service (VOMS) that provides VO-defined 
attributes for authorisation and also supports user registration procedure. 

The VO management framework in LCGEGEE is defined by two main documents 
the Virtual Organisation Registration Procedure [9] and the LCGIEGEE Virtual 
Organisation Security Policy [lo]. The frst  document lists the necessary steps and 
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decisions a Virtual Organisation (VO) should take in order to get registered, 
configured and integrated in the LCGEGEE infrastructure. 

The Virtual Organisation Security Policy document defines a set of responsibilities 
placed on the members of the VO and the VO as a whole through its managers. It 
aims to ensure that all Grid participants have sufficient information to properly fulfil 
their roles with respect to interactions with a VO, including VO Acceptable Use 
Policy, contact information for responsible people and URL of one or more VO 
Membership Servers. 

3.2 VO support in Grid middleware 

Widely used in Grid applications the Virtual Organization Membership Service 
(VOMS) was initially proposed in the framework of the EU project EDG, and 
currently it is being developed in the framework of the EGEE project [l 1, 121. VOMS 
goal is to solve the problem of granting users authorization to access the resources at 
VO level, providing support for group membership, roles and capabilities. 

In VOMS design, a VO is represented as a complex, hierarchical structure with 
groups and subgroups [l I] what is required to clearly separate VO users according to 
their tasks and home institutions. From the administrative point of view, management 
of each group can be independently delegated to different administrators. In general a 
user can be a member of any number of groups contained in the VO hierarchy. 

Every user in a VO is characterized by the set of attributes defining their group 
membership, roles and capabilities in the scope of the VO that can be expressed in a 
form of 3-tuples (group, role, capability). The combination of all 3-tuple values forms 
a unique attribute, the so-called "Fully Qualified Attribute Name" (FQAN) [12]. This 
user related FQAN is included into VOMS Attribute Certificate based on X.509 
Attribute Certificate for authorisation [13]. 

The VOMS system supports user requests for attributes with user server and client, 
and administrative tasks on VO management with administrative server and client 
[ l l ] :  VOMS infrastructure suggests that VO may have few VOMS servers with 
synchronised membership databases, but one VOMS server can serve multiple VO's. 
Central membership database maintained by a VO must contain information about all 
registered VO members. 

3.3 GridShib profile for VO attributes management 

GridShib is an ongoing project that intends to integrate the Globus Alliance's Globus 
ToolkitS (GT) security infrastructure and widely used among university federations 
the Shibboleth6 Attribute Authority service (SAAS) to form a robust attribute 
infrastructure for campus environments to enable secure verification of user attributes 
for inter-institutional Grid users and also allow participants in multi-organizational 
collaborations to control the attribute information that they want to publish, share, and 
reveal to other parties through the user-controlled attribute release policy 1141. 

Globus Toolkit. - http:/lwww.globus,orgitookitl. 
Shibboleth Project. - http:/lshibboleth.intemet2.edu/. 
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GridShib will enable Web Services access to Shibboleth services by using GT4 
application integration tools. This will allow Shibboleth's use for non-web-based 
applications. GridShib will support two basic attributes handling models in which 
attributes are requested by the resource (attribute pull) or obtained by the requestor 
prior to the request (attribute push) and bound to the real requestor identity. Two 
additional attribute handling models will allow attribute binding to the requestor's 
pseudonymous identity or to an anonymous account. In both cases SAAS will provide 
a mechanism for the privacy enhancement in attribute handling. 

4 VO and Dynamic Security Associations 

This section attempts to review current VO concept and understand how the VO as an 
abstract concept and as a practical implementation can be used for federated and/or 
dynamic trust management. In other words, we will discuss relations between VO and 
dynamic security associations, i.e. which part of the VO organisation and operation is 
static (like Certification Authority (CA) or Attribute Authority Service (AAS)) and 
which can support dynamic associations (and dynamic trust management). 

First of all we need to clarify one of widely used misunderstanding between VO as 
a virtual entity and dynamic processes and associations. To do it consistently we need 
to look at different types of security associations and their dynamics (or lifetime 
characteristics). In relation to this we can propose the following classification: 
- Session - establishes security context in the form of session key that can be a 

security token or simple UID bound to secure credential or session ticket. Session 
may associatelfederate users, resources and actions/processes. 

- Job/workflow - this may be more long-lived association and include few sessions. 
Job or workflow is built around specific task that is defined either by contract to 
perform some work or deliver product, or business process unit that also deliver 
some service and provides orchestration of many other processes. They may need 
to associate more distributed collection of users and resources for longer time 
required to deliver a fmal product or service. Job and workflow may contain 
decision points that switch alternative flowslprocesses. Security context may 
change during workflow execution or Job lifetime. Job description, as it is used in 
the Job-centric security model [6 ] ,  may contain both user and resource lists, and 
also provide trust anchor(s) (TA) and specify security policy. Job TA is derived 
from the requestor and the service trust relations established on the base of the 
contract to perform a specific job. Workflow TA can be implicitly derived from the 
parent process. 

- Project or mission oriented cooperation - this type of association is established 
for long time cooperation (involving people and resources) to do some research, 
development or production but it still has well-defined goals and area of activity 
and often criteria of mission fulfillment. This is actually the area of currently 
existing VO based associations. 

- Inter-organisational association or federation - this type of association is built 
on long-term (often indefinite) cooperation agreements and may have a wide scope 
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of cooperative areas. This is the area of inter-university associations which 
example is the Shibboleth based 1ncommon7 federation. 

Proposed above classification allows to assume that all identified types of 
associations will have its place and use in the future responding to different goals and 
tasks. Another suggestion that can be made from the above discussion in the context 
of user controlled service provisioning (UCSP) is that Job-centricNO-based 
associations may scale to each other and consequently use each other's technical 
infrastructure and tools by adopting the dynamics to their specific tasks. 

Further analysis intends to identify possible VO operational models depending on 
major service provisioning use cases that require dynamic security associations. 

VO creation is normally initiated by one of organisational or businesslproject 
entity and has a specific goal and mission. VO can be created for the project based 
collaboration, members' resource sharing or dynamic provisioning of complex 
multidomain distributed resources in general. VO concept can be also used for 
general purpose user associations. 

VO attribute or membership service is used for trusted attributes brokering 
between (member) organisations when requesting resources or services from the VO 
members or their associates. However, VO operation will differ depending on what 
are the VO associated members and how the VO membership service is used in VO 
related activities or services. 

In this context three basic and one additional VO operational models can be 
defmed: 
- User-centric VO (VO-U) that manages user federation and provides VO related 

attribute assertions based on user (client) identitylcredentials. 
- ResourceProvider centric VO (VO-R) that supports provider federation and 

allows SSOlaccess control decision sharing between resource providers. 
- Agent centric VO (VO-A) that provides a context for inter-domain agents 

operation, which process a request on behalf of the user and provide required trust 
context to interaction with the resource or service. 

- Project centric VO (VO-G) that combines User centric and Provider centric 
features what actually corresponds to current VO use in Grid projects. 

Although in different applications and use cases VO operations will differ in sense of 
providing primary association of users, resource providers or services providers the 
VO management infrastructure will require the same basic set of services. The above 
classification should help to understand how basic security services will operate in 
each of the different types of VO. 

User-centric VO-U manages user federation and provides attribute assertions on 
user (client) request. For this purpose, VO-U maintains AAS that receives requests 
from user clients and provides VO member attribute certificates or other type of 
attribute assertion. AAS can also validate user credentials on request from services. 
However, this is the user who presents attribute credentials to the service in order to 
obtain access control permission. VO AAS is the central service for this type of VO. 
This can be considered as current operational model for the VOMS in Grid 
application. GridShib profile will allow decentralisation of attributes management and 
also user-controlled attributes release. 
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ResourceProvider centric VO-R supports provider federation and allows Single- 
Sign-On (SSO) and access control decision sharing between VO members, i.e. 
resource providers. In this respect, VO-R may run own VO-wide AuthN and AuthZ 
services and correspondently VO-wide access control policy. It is logically that all 
services in the VO-R association can accept the VO AuthZ service decision once 
issued for the user on their request. 

Agent centric VO-A provides a context for inter-domain agent operation. In this 
VO model the agent acts as a representative and a broker of the trust and other 
services for the specific domain. Agents are considered more independent in the VO- 
A than users or providers in other models VO-U and VO-R. Agents may have central 
attribute or certificate service but, in more specific for the VO-A model case, they 
will maintain mutual trust relations (which initial establishment for the time being is 
out of scope for this study). 

Project centric VO-G (as originated from Grid projects) can be introduced to 
reflect typical use case when a VO is established to support user cooperation in the 
framework of the long-running project and to overcome existingilegacy 
organisational boundaries. VO-G associates both users and resources and actually 
combines two identified earlier models VO-U and VO-R. It maintains central VO 
membershiplattribute service and may run also VO-wide security services such as 
AuthN/IdP/SSO and AuthZ. 

There may not be clear difference in real life VO implementations to which 
operational model they adhere but proposed abstraction will help to more flexibly 
design supporting middleware security services. For example, it can be suggested that 
current VOMS based VO in Grid will evolve from currently used VO-U model to 
more appropriate VO-G model. 

The major motivation behind defining basic VO operation models is to define 
possible profiles for the VO security services as well as suggested gateway services to 
interact with other infiastructural components. 

Benefit of using VO based trust and attribute managementbrokering is that VO 
can be created and used as a dynamic association for wide range of duration given the 
VO as a concept that can potentially combine virtualisation and dynamic. 

5 Conceptual VO model 

5.1 VO Management Framework 

VO is defined in OGSA as a key concept for operation and managing Grid services 
[3, 41. VO supplies a context to associate users, resources, policies and agreements 
when making and processing requests for services related to a particular VO. 

VO management service should provide the following functionality: a) registration 
and association of users and groups with the VO; b) management of user roles; c) 
association of services with the VO; d) associating agreements and policies with the 
VO and its component services. They should support the VO operation during the 
whole VO lifecycle including creation, operation and termination stages. Depending 
on implementation the VO management service can be centralized or distributed 
relying on related services in member organisations. 
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Implementing and using VO concept requires a mechanism to reference the VO 
context and associate it with the user request. VO membership service (VOMS*) 
contains authoritative information about the entities and services associate with the 
VO, or VO's associated with the particular entity or user. Prior to VO creation there 
must be a formal agreement established between the VO members. In this way, VO 
follows the same procedure as real organisation and in case of business oriented VO 
this stage may require relevant legal basis for establishing and operating such a VO. 
WS-Agreement [15], WS-Trust [16], WS-Policy [17], and WS-Federation [18] can 
provide the initial technological platform for dynamic VO creation. 

In order to securely process requests that traverse between members of a VO, it is 
necessary for the member organisations to have established trust relations. These trust 
relations may be direct or mutual, or established via intermediaries like VO Trust 
Management Service. 

In wider VO and Grid infrastructure there may be a need to establish a VO 
Registry service that will provide a VO reference4D registration and res.olution and 
can also keep VOMS public credentials. Current LCGEGEE VO naming and 
registration procedure [9] actually allows using DNSSEC [I91 for populating VO 
together with its public key that can be used for initial trusted introduction of the VO 
and secure session request by the requestor. 

5.2 VO Security Services and Operation 

VO can be established according to a well-defined procedure and based on common 
agreement between member organisations to commit their resources to the VO and 
adhere common policy that may be simple enough but not to contradict to the local 
security policies at member institution. And opposite, if some specific enforcement is 
required by a specific VO, it should be also supported by local policies. Otherwise 
VO should provide direct individual membership for users which home organisation 
(HO) credentials can not be used or not trusted. 

VO establishes own virtual administrative and security domains that may be 
completely separate or simply bridge VO members' security domains. This is 
required to enable secure service invocations across VO security domain but also 
requires coordination with the security policies in member organisations. 

The following security services and related functionalities are required for the VO: 
1. Identity Management Service, normally provided by the Identity Provider (IdP), 

provides federated identity assertions for users or resources. 
2. Attribute Authority (AAS, e.g. VOMS) that issues attributes bound to user or 

resource identity that primary can be used for authorization decision when 
accessing VO resources or services. 

3. Authorization service to enforce access control to the resource or service based on 
entity's attributestroles and authorisation policies. 

4. Policy Authority to provide VO-wide policies related to authorisation, trust 
management, identity federation, mapping of identities, attributes and policies 

5. Trust management service that may include CA and associate PKI management 
services, and Security Token Services as defined by WS-trust. VO Agreement 
provides initial base for building trust relation inside VO. 
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VO can also have other services, which are important for it's functioning such as 
logging, accounting, auditinglnon-repudiation, etc. Physically, all VO services may be 
provided by member organisations on behalf of the VO and be distributed. In case of 
distributed VO membership or Attribute service, mapping between userlrequestor 
local identities and attributes can be provided either by IdP or AAS. 

Figure 1 illustrates relationship between Virtual Organisation X and two member 
organisations A and B, which can be either real or virtual. VO X has been created to 
perform some task or provide some service(s) for designated group of users that 
constitute VO user community. VO established its own administrative and trust 
domain. Some of the users of organisations A and B may become the members of the 
virtual organisation; some of the services provided by member organisations may 
become VO services. Based on their VO identity or attributes, the VO users and 
services can interact in the trusted manner using VO security services. 

(VO IDIname) 

Requestor Resource 
Service xa Service xd 

Fig. 1. Interaction of the VO security services when processing a request inside VO. 

The picture shows basic services representing VO security infrastructure that 
provides reliable, secure and accountable VO operation, and illustrates in details how 
the request from the service xa (that actually represents service Aa from the member 
organisation A) to the service xd (representing service Bb from the member 
organisation B) is handled using VO context. To become an active entity in the VO, a 
service or user must authenticate themselves to the VO AuthN Service (step la) or 
present AuthN assertion from the requestor home organisation A (step lb). Then, the 
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requestor service requests a security token from the Identity service (step 2), this step 
may also include obtaining specific attributes for the service xd from the Attribute 
Authority (step 2a). Now the security token together with the obtained attributes may 
be presented to the target service xd (step 3). It's suggested that the resource will trust 
security credentials issued by the VO's Identity service and presented in the request, 
otherwise it may request their confirmation by the issuer. Before granting or denying 
access, the resource may request VO Authorisation service to evaluate user request 
and presented credentials against access control policy that may be obtained from the 
Policy Authority (steps 4,4a, 4b). 

6 Conclusion and Summary 

The results presented in this paper are a part of ongoing research and development of 
the generic AAA Authorisation framework in application to user controlled resource 
provisioning and collaborative resource sharing conducted by the System and 
Network Engineering Group (SNEG) in the framework of different EU and nationally 
funded projects including EGEE, NextGRID, Collaboratory.nl, and Gigaport 
Research on Network. All of these projects are dealing with the development, 
deployment or use of the Grid technologies and middleware. 

The particular focus in this research paper is how the Virtual Organisation (VO) 
concept can be used for managing dynamic security associations in collaborative 
applications and for complex resource provisioning in general. 

The paper provides extended overview of the current practice with the VO 
management at the organisational level and its support at the Grid security 
middleware level. It identifies open issues and basic requirements to the VO security 
functionality and services and discusses possible areas of research and development, 
in particular, related to the VO management concept, dynamic interdomain trust 
management for user-controlled applications, user identity and attributes 
management. 

Based on proposed VO definition as a framework for managing dynamic security 
associations of users and resources in service oriented environment, the paper 
identifies a few basic VO operations models depending on what is the VO primary 
goal to associate users, resources, or agents as active business intermediaries. 

Proposed conceptual VO model addresses VO management issues and VO security 
services operation and can be used as a conceptual basis for developing VO 
management tools to support required creation, management and termination of 
dynamic security associations. 

The authors believe that the proposed approach and ideas will provide a good basis 
for further wider discussion how the VO concept can be developed to provide a more 
flexible framework for identity and attributes management in dynamic task oriented 
virtual associations. There is also an intention to contribute this work to the Global 
Grid Forum standardisation process as a practical input &om such application areas as 
complex resource provisioning and collaborative resource sharing. 
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